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Disclaimer

Cautionary Note Regarding Forward-Looking Statements
This presentation and related investor conference call and press release contain “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of the safe harbor provisions of the U.S. 
Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 concerning Thermon, CCI, the proposed acquisition and other matters. All statements other than statements of historical fact 
are forward-looking statements, including, among others, statements we make regarding the intended acquisition of CCI, future revenues, future earnings, future cash 
flows, target leverage ratios, acquisition synergies, regulatory developments, market developments, new products and growth strategies, and the effects of any of the 
foregoing on our future results of operations or financial conditions. Forward-looking statements can be identified by words such as: “anticipate,” “intend,” “plan,” “believe,” 
“project,” “estimate,” “expect,” “may,” “should,” “will” and similar references to future periods.

Forward-looking statements are neither historical facts nor assurances of future performance. Instead, they are based only on our current beliefs, expectations and 
assumptions regarding the future of our business, future plans and strategies, projections, anticipated events and trends, the economy and other future conditions. Because 
forward-looking statements relate to the future, they are subject to inherent uncertainties, risks and changes in circumstances that are difficult to predict and many of which 
are outside of the control of Thermon and CCI. Some of these expectations may be based upon assumptions, data or judgments that prove to be incorrect and our actual 
results and financial condition may differ materially from the views expressed today. Important factors that could cause our actual results and financial condition to differ 
materially from those indicated in the forward-looking statements include, among others, the following: (i) risks related to the acquisition of CCI, including integration risks 
and failure to achieve the anticipated benefits of the acquisition; (ii) changes in laws and regulations applicable to our business model; and (iii) changes in market conditions 
and receptivity to services and offerings; (iv) general economic conditions and cyclicality in the markets we serve; (v) future growth of energy and chemical processing capital 
investments; (vi) our ability to deliver existing orders within our backlog; (iv) our ability to bid and win new contracts; (vii) competition from various other sources providing 
similar products and services, or alternative technologies, to customers; (viii) changes in relevant currency exchange rates; (ix) potential liability related to our products as 
well as the delivery of products and services; (x) our ability to comply with the complex and dynamic system of laws and regulations applicable to international operations; 
(xi) our ability to protect data and thwart potential cyber attacks; (xii) a material disruption at any of our manufacturing facilities; (xiii) our dependence on subcontractors 
and suppliers; (xiv) our ability to attract and retain qualified management and employees, particularly in our overseas markets; (xv) our ability to continue to generate 
sufficient cash flow to satisfy our liquidity needs; (xvi) the extent to which federal, state, local and foreign governmental regulation of energy, chemical processing and power 
generation products and services limits or prohibits the operation of our business; and (xvii) other factors discussed in more detail under the caption "Risk Factors" in our 
Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended March 31, 2017, filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission on May 30, 2017. Any one of these factors or a 
combination of these factors could materially affect our financial condition, results of operations and cash flows and could influence whether any forward-looking 
statements contained in this release ultimately prove to be accurate.

Any forward-looking statement made by us in this press release and in the related conference call is based only on information currently available to us and speaks only as of 
the date on which it is made. Our forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance and we undertake no obligation to publicly update any forward-
looking statement, whether written or oral, that may be made from time to time, whether as a result of new information, future developments or otherwise, unless we are 
required to do so under applicable securities laws.

Non-GAAP Financial Measures
Disclosure in this release of "Adjusted EBITDA" and other "non-GAAP financial measures" as defined under the rules of the Securities and Exchange Commission (the "SEC"), 
are intended as supplemental measures of our financial performance that are not required by, or presented in accordance with, U.S. generally accepted accounting 
principles ("GAAP"). We believe these non-GAAP financial measures are meaningful to our investors to enhance their understanding of our financial performance and are 
frequently used by securities analysts, investors and other interested parties. These non-GAAP financial measures should be considered in addition to, not as substitutes for 
measures of financial performance reported in accordance with GAAP. For a description of how such non-GAAP financial measures reconcile to the most comparable GAAP 
measure, please see the table included in the appendix.
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LEADERSHIP

Continue providing 
global industry 

leadership in our core 
competency areas, and 
establish this leadership 
position in new markets 

as we grow

EXPANSION

Expand our core 
businesses through 
providing complete 

solutions, while 
exploring new business 

opportunities in 
adjacent markets that 

leverage our core 
competencies

INNOVATION

Feed the Thermon 
innovation pipeline, 

investing in ideas and 
technologies that 
differentiate our 

offerings and best serve 
our customers

CUSTOMERS

Partner with our 
customers to learn their 

business, anticipate 
their needs, and 

provide solutions that 
solve their most 

challenging problems

PEOPLE

Our people have always 
come first at Thermon. 

We strive to attract, 
develop and retain our 
people and continue to 
feed their passion for 

excellence, reward hard 
work, and ensure their 

safety

Thermon’s vision is to be the world’s leader in industrial process heating solutions

“With passionate people dedicated to anticipating customer needs, we will safely deliver innovative 
solutions to improve our customer’s measures of success”

Thermon’s mission is to provide safe, reliable and innovative mission-critical industrial process 

heating solutions that create value for our customers

Vision

Mission
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 Founded in 1954, Thermon is a leading provider of industrial process heating solutions delivering comprehensive, 
engineered solutions for complex projects around the world

 Thermon’s products provide an external heat source to pipes, vessels and instruments for the purposes of freeze 
protection, temperature maintenance, environmental monitoring and surface snow and ice melting

 Attractive mix between new project opportunities (“Greenfield”) and recurring maintenance or service and project 
expansion (“MRO/UE”)

 Serves a large and diverse base of multinational, loyal customers

─ Provided “turnkey” solutions to 363 projects in FY 2017

 Long history of revenue growth and consistent margins

─ Revenue CAGR of 8% since 2007

─ Average Gross Margins of 45% since 2000

 LTM (June 2017) Financials: Revenue $253 million and EBITDA $41 million (16% margin)

1 Based on results for the fiscal year ended March 31, 2017
2 Management estimates as of September 2017.  Includes the design and supply of materials for industrial electric heat tracing. Excludes steam heat tracing, commercial heat tracing and installation 
and insulation services

Americas 
(excl. CAN)

45%

Canada
16%

EMEA & 
Russia
27%

Asia
12%

Thermon
20%

Pentair 
Thermal

26%

Bartec
4%

Chromalox
3%

Others
47%

Greenfield
39%

MRO/UE
61%

Geography1 Market share2 MRO/UE vs. Greenfield1

“Others” consists of ~20 fragmented competitors that 
compete on the low-end, unspecialized side of the market

Thermon – Company Overview
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Components of a Turnkey Heat Tracing Solution Heat Tracing Applications

 Petroleum Production

 Refining and Gas Processing

 LNG Tank Foundations, 
Terminals & Pipelines

 Power Generation

 Chemical Production

 Snow & Ice Melting

 Pharmaceuticals

 Mining

 Wastewater Management 

 Arctic Marine

Transformer

Power 
Distribution / 
Control Panel

Conduit & Wire Heating 
Cable

RTD/Temperature Sensor

Thermal InsulationCommunication 
Software

Pre-Insulated 
Tubing Bundle

Heating module

Control panel

Thermon has been a leader in Heat Tracing since 1954
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Products

Digital Controls

Electric Heating

Technology

Steam Heating

Services

Engineering

Construction

Maintenance

Competitive Advantage

A B C

Controls & 
Monitoring

Electrical Heating 
Solutions

Steam Heating 
Solutions

Engineering 
Optimization

Construction 
Services

Maintenance 
Services

“Our customers success is our primary
goal. With over 60 years of experience
in the same industry, we can safely,
quickly, and efficiently deliver complete
solutions at the lowest total cost of
ownership.”

Competitor

Thermon Product and Services Overview
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Attractive Mix Between Thermons’ s Greenfield and   Recurring 
Business

Margins: [25 – 40]% [50 - 65]% [40 - 50]% 

Project Size / 
Length:

 More than $1mm per project

 More than 6 months (1-2 years 
typical)

 Less than $1mm 
annually

 Less than 6 months

 Less than $1mm

 3-6 years after 
installation

Competition:  Competitive bid process

 Not competitive/no bid 

 Usually awarded to 
Greenfield provider 

 Involves minimal 
bidding/marginally 
competitive

Commentary:

 Drivers include energy demand 
and capital spending

 Turnkey solutions, global 
footprint, local presence, strong 
reputation and deep customer 
relationships are critical

 Begins ~3-5years after 
the initial installation 
and lasts through the 
asset’s useful life

 Local design, 
engineering, inventory 
and supply chain

 Installed base creates 
advantage

Greenfield (New Projects)
Maintenance, Overhaul and 

Repair (MRO)
Upgrades and Expansion (UE)

MRO / UE business provides consistent recurring revenues

40% 60%
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Customer Overview 

Commentary

 Thermon serves a large and diverse base of multinational, loyal customers

─ Significant blue chip participation

 Thermon has developed tremendous brand equity within the end markets being currently served, and is considered a premium 
brand

Longstanding Relationships with Diverse Customers

Thermon’s top 10 customers represented 21% of FY2017 revenues and 
no single customer represents more than 10% of the Company’s total 

revenue

Loyal relationships with customers and strategic partners, some for 60+ years

$ (000’s) FY 2017 Revenue % FY 2017 Relationship

Customer 1 $15,445 6% 30 + Years

Customer 2 7,807 3% 50 + Years

Customer 3 6,599 2% < 10 Years

Customer 4 6,056 2% < 5 Years

Customer 5 5,326 2% 20 + Years

Customer 6 4,163 2% 10 + Years

Customer 7 3,215 1% < 5 Years

Customer 8 3,119 1% < 5 Years

Customer 9 2,952 1% < 5 Years

Customer 10 2,929 1% 20 + Years

Total $57,612 21%

Thermon – Company Overview
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Thermon Case Studies

MRO / UE: Irving Oil ProjectGreenfield: OS2 Sakhalin Islands, Sea of Okhotsk

 Original contract value of $6.3 million

 Recurring revenue generated by small site projects 
and material purchases

 Average annual revenue continues to be 
approximately $0.5 million, or 7.5% of original 
contract value

 Total feet of heat tracing:

 Total feet of tubing bundles:

 Total number of control panels:

 Total heat tracing expenditure:

590,000

82,000

53

$12 million
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Global Chemical Capex ($ billions) Global Oil & Gas Capex ($ billions)

$401 
$427 $439 $450 

$470 
$500 

$537 

$574 

$608 

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

$454 

$494 
$519 

$387 

$197 

$246 

$299 

$352 

$387 

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Source: American Chemistry Council, December 2015Source: EIA International Energy Outlook, 2016

Favorable tailwinds across key end markets resulting from growing customer capex budgets

Trends in Thermon’s Key End Markets
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Transaction Details
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Transaction Highlights

TRANSACTION HIGHLIGHTS

This acquisition creates the leading 
industrial process heating platform in 

attractive $800 million adjacent 
market

Provides end market, product mix, 
and geographic diversification to 

better position Thermon to 
capitalize on future growth 

opportunities

CAD $95 million FY17 sales
with 24% EBITDA margin

Both cash and GAAP accretive in 
the first 12 months; ROIC to 

exceed WACC in year 3

Expanded product line with 
enhanced engineering and 
technology capabilities that 
delivers a broader range of 

solutions to meet customer needs

+

MRO/UE sales at approximately 
90% of revenues
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Transaction Valuation Multiples

Key Valuation Metrics

Merger Consideration

(CAD$ in Millions)

Transaction Consideration $258.0

EBITDA Valuation Metrics

Standalone - Excluding Synergies

LTM 8/31/17A Adj. EBITDA $23.0

EV / LTM 8/31/17A Adj. EBITDA 11.2x

FY2018B Adj. EBITDA $29.3

EV / FY2018B Adj. EBITDA 8.8x

Pro Forma - Including Synergies

LTM 8/31/17A Synergized Adj. EBITDA 1 $25.1

EV / LTM 8/31/17A Synergized Adj. EBITDA 1
10.3x

FY2018B Synergized Adj. EBITDA 1 $31.4

EV / FY2018B Synergized Adj. EBITDA 1 8.2x

Source: Agreement, Logan management and Thunder management
Note: Fiscal year ending 7/31

1 Synergized EBITDA reflects pro forma run-rate cost synergies of $2.0 million
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Compelling Strategic and Financial Benefit

Expands markets and solutions for customers

 CCI Thermal will strengthen our industrial process heating 
business, providing a platform for expansion and growth

 Strong brands in new product categories with 
complementary blue chip industrial customer base

 Diversifies end market exposure shifting mix toward natural 
gas and adding rail, nuclear, transit

Platform for growth

 Provides high quality, reliable products with best-in-class 
customer service model

 Introduces CCI Thermal’s products to new geographies 
through Thermon global channels

 Diversifies Thermon end markets through increasing natural 
gas and power exposure, and introducing transit and rail to 
our product mix

Enhances profitability and financial profile

 Added scale with additional CAD$95 million FY17 sales

 Strong LTM Adj. EBITDA margin of ~24%

 Like Thermon, CCI is characterized by low capital intensity 
and high margins; this acquisition improves free cash flow 
and cash flow conversion

Platform for growth
Expands markets and 

solutions for customers

Enhances profitability and 
financial profile
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CCI Thermal is a platform business well-positioned 
to consolidate a highly fragmented $800mm market

Highlights:

 CCI Thermal develops, designs, and manufactures 
advanced industrial heating and filtration solutions that 
serve clients around the world

 Strong competitive advantage based on:

─ Ability to deliver high-quality, reliable products –
including products servicing hazardous areas / 
classified locations

─ Best in-class customer service

─ Strong brand equity and large installed base

Historical Performance (CAD$ millions) 

CCI Thermal – Company Overview

Revenue by Geography1

North America 
(excl. CAN)

44%Canada
51%

Other 5%

Note: Based on FY ended July 31
1 Based on FY2016
2 Based on FY2017

$121.1 

$85.2 

$94.7 $96.7 

$42.8 

$16.1 
$22.5 $23.0 

35.3%

18.9%
23.7% 23.8%

FY 2015 FY 2016 FY 2017 LTM 8/31

Gas 27%

Electrical 
distribution

17%

Transit / Rail
10%

Power 
Generation 5%

Other
16%

General
Industrial 8%

Petrochem
11%

Oil 7%

Revenue by End Market2
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Comp. A
11%

CCI Thermal
11%

Comp. B
10%

Comp. C
9%

Comp. D
8%

Comp. E
8%

Comp. F
7%

Comp. G
7%

Comp. H
4%

Comp. I
4%

Comp. J
3%

Comp. K
1%

Others
17%

1 Edmonton serves as headquarters and a manufacturing location 

North America Focused Footprint Tier I Player in Highly Fragmented Heavy Industrial 
Heating Market

Longstanding Relationships with Diverse Customers

Leadership Position in Attractive, Fragmented Niche Market

Manufacturing location Size (sq ft)

Edmonton, Canada 113,850

Oakville, Canada 99,281

Orillia, Canada 99,982

Denver 28,360

Houston 16,900

Total 358,373

North America footprint with and 2 facilities in the U.S. and 3 
facilities in Canada

Headquarters1

Manufacturing location
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Thermon’s global footprint provides a platform to significantly increase CCI Thermal’s sales internationally

Global Expansion of CCI Thermal (Thermon Heating Systems)

CCI Thermal Locations Size (sq ft)

Edmonton, Canada 113,850

Oakville, Canada 99,281

Orillia, Canada 99,982

Denver 28,360

Houston 16,900

Total 358,373
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Capabilities Complement Our Process Heating Portfolio

Thermon’s increased capabilities and global footprint will broaden our ability to deliver complete industrial 
process heating & thermal management solutions to our customers

Transformer

Power Distribution 
/ Control Panel

Conduit & 
Wire

Heating Cable

RTD/Temperature Sensor

Thermal Insulation
Communication 

Software

Thermon Heat Tracing Systems CCI Thermal Process Heating Systems

Thermon heat tracing uses advanced controls and 
communications platforms to heat external transfer lines 
to maintain process fluid temperature within specified 
ranges and then communicates that information back to 
the operator…

…while CCI Thermal’s advanced heating products provide 
heat to process fluids at others stages in the process – and 
in other areas within a facility.  This serves to broaden 
Thermon’s scope through a providing a broader set of 
solutions to the customer
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20%

80%

Combination Expands Market with Leading Platform

Note: Represents Thermon internal estimates

11%

89%

17%

83%
+

$1.5 billion

Addressable market

$800 million $2.3 billion+ =

The addition of CCI Thermal expands Thermon’s addressable market by over 50%

Design & supply of 
industrial electric 

heat trace systems

Heavy industrial 
process heating 

equipment

Combined Industrial 
Process Heating
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Americas 
(ex. CAN)

45%

Canada
16%

EMEA & 
Russia
27%

Asia
12%

Americas 
(ex. CAN)

45%

Canada
23%

EMEA & 
Russia
22%

Asia
10%

Geography

End market

Oil
30%

Other
6%

Power
4%

Oil 24%

Gas 12%

Other 8%
Distribution

36%

Petrochem/
Chemicals

16%

Distribution
28%

General Industrial 2%
Transit/rail 2%

Power Generation 4%

Electrical 4%

Chemicals
17%

Gas
7%

Combination Creates a Stronger Thermon

Note: Based on results for the fiscal year ended March 31, 2017

Today Pro Forma

MRO / UE 
vs. Greenfield

Greenfield
39%

MRO/UE
61%

Greenfield
33%

MRO/UE
67%
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How CCI Helps Achieve Our Objectives

Customers

Leadership

Expansion

Innovation

People

Improves Financial Profile

Becomes a Thermon platform for #1 market position in 
industrial process heating 

Positions Thermon in a consolidator role for an adjacent, 
fragmented $800m market

Adds technology, engineering, manufacturing capabilities, and  
significant IP

Great cultural fit with long-tenured workforce

Outstanding brands and long-standing, blue-chip customer 
relationships

$2m run-rate synergies and accretive to margins, FCF, and EPS

Accelerates Growth
Opportunity to sell CCI products into new end markets through 
Thermon’s global footprint

+

Our Values & Goals How CCI Thermal Fits:
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